A total of 192 000 lambda decays in the charged mode. has been examined for evidence of the decay 1\.-+ PfJ.-v: Two possible examples of the process have been found in an effective sample of 19 700 lambdas. The <;:orresponding upper limit for the branching ratio R fJ.
The experiment was performed with the Berkeley 30-in; heavy-liquid bubble' chamber in a 13 -kG magnetic field. The lambdas were produced by interactions in the chamber liquid of 0·-to 440-MeV/c K-mesons. The chamber.was filled with a 76-24% mixture by weight of CF 3 Br-C 3 H 8 ; a detailed account of the properties of this liquid is contained in reference 1.
The fact that 67% of f.!--mesons decay after coming to rest in the chamber liq.uid was utilized in identifying muonic lambda decays. An initial selection was made of lambda decays conforming to the following criteria:
UCRL~ 11034 . {a)· The negative track teri-riinatecl ii'l the: chamber with a ··:IJ.--e~~·v decay; •·. . A typical event satisfying the selection criteria is shown in Fig. L .
Criterion {a) excludes all A-p1r decays ex.cept'those in which the pion decayed in flight t~ a muon, which in turn came t~ rest and .'decayed;
'From the me~sured pion momentum ~pectrum ~£"1000 randomly. selected
pionic lambda decays, the fraction of pions decaying in flight w~s calculated :
to be 0.0189. Thus, criterion (a) separated out ti group of lambda decays in:
which the proportion of A events was enhanced by a factor ¢f 53 over that·.
IJ.
i.
in the Original sample.
The remaining criteria ensure that the directions of the lambda, P!Otori; · 
Here NA is the total number ()f charged and neutr.ai pionic.lambda decays.
. 
Two. Monte Carlo calculations, outlined below, gave F /F = 0.0182; this ll'fJ.
fl estimate is independent of the ratio of muon capture to muon decay in the chamber liquid. The ratio S /S was set equal to unity because the . · .. · TTfJ. IJ· scanning criterion for both typ~s of.events was the presence of an electron at the end of the negative track from the lambda decay, and therefore the scanning efficiencies for A and A decays were expected to be identical.
TTIJ. fJ. Then we have R -(N(
. .
The quanti~y N(A ) was determined by looking for events in·~hich the . 
··:
1\.
event, · L + L .· is restr.icted by kinematics within .an interval
) is the range of the muon when the pion .
decays at the lambda decc:~.y vertex, and the mu~n is emitted in the pion rest frame anti parallel (parallel) to the. pion direction.
The kinematics of.,!\.. -pn decay are completely specified by two ·-~ · · . -i~depe11derit variabi_es, the ~agnitude of the proton, momenturn and. the angl~ · betweeQ the proton and the pion.· For all event·s·-it was assumed that A·~ piT;.
•' ·,~ .
. · .
decay had_ occurred, and ·P ± t:.P 1r 1r
was ·carculated from the me·a~ur.~d v~lue;s .
. ,,·.
; .
• Of the proton momentum an4 --~ 1 the. angle between th~ cha.rged ·decay.' . form of the lambda decay amplitude is not known, the calcul 1 ation wa~ · .
• . · I .
performed Jor both a Lorentz -invariant and a non-Loreritz ~invariant
three-body phase space; the same result was obtained in both cc;1.ses. In 61. 7o/o of the simulated decays, the tracks of both the proton and the muon were at least 3 mm in length and ended in the bubble chamber. For each of these A p.
events a corresponding P 1T was calculated for a A-+ p1r decay, with the same proton momentum and the same opening angle between the charged decay products. The length of the muon track, L , _was compared with the range.
In 24% of the events the m1n max length of the muon was outside the interval L .
f.l. . ·. .:
. ··~:. rhe ~ffective sample size of lambda decays inthis experi'ment is .seen to be:, The combined results define a 9oo/o confidence interval for . R :
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. . _.,. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:
A.
Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that ~he use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe privately owned rights; or B.
Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.
As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor • 
